DIE-CUT &
MACHINED PARTS

smart solutions with rigid & flexible materials

Die-cut and Machined PartsPRONAT INDUSTRIES LTD.
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Pronat is a specialist producer of light weight
airframe parts using high density Rohacell®
PRONAT Aerospace
foams, Nomex® honeycomb sections, preUAV & Aircraft
Sections
pregs, and composite
materials.
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engineering experience, CNC routing equipment and stock of airframe
advanced materials, Pronat has the capability to produce parts to your
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PRONAT Medical

Optical Lens and Display Assembly
Pronat has evolved a niche capability to
construct lens Our
assemblies
selecting
medical by
division
designs
optical films ofand
varying
properties
and
produces skin ﬁxations
laminating withand
optical
adhesives.
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wearable
patches
for
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defense,
aerospace
medical device companies.
and automotive dashboards.

Quality Certification:
Quality Certiﬁcation:
* AS9100D
- aerospace
• AS9100C
- aerospace
* ISO 9001:2015
ISO 9001:2008
* ISO•1348-2016
- medical
ISO 7class
7 & 8 room
* ISO•class
& 8 clean
clean rooms
• ISO 13485 - medical

Our supply partners include:
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Aerospace



Avionics & Airborne Equipment

www.pronatindustries.com

